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1. Which element(s) and principle(s) of design did the artist use below? 
A. Form/balance 
B. color/pattern 
C. Value/color 
D. Shape/pattern 

 
 

 
 
 

2. What color scheme is represented in the image below? 
A. Primary colors 
B. Opposite colors 
C. Warm colors 
D. Tinted colors 
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3. The artist used the elements and principles in the image below EXCEPT for, 
A. Line 
B. Color 
C. Pattern 
D. Form 

 
 
 

4. What mood did the artist create in the painting below? 
A. excitement 
B. serenity 
C. sadness 
D. confusion 
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5.  How did the artist create emphasis in the image below? 
A. Contrast 
B. Size 
C. Placement 
D. All of the above   

 
 
 
 
6. How did the artist express the spirit of the time in the painting below? 

A. The facial expressions 
B. The style of the clothes 
C. The medium  
D. None of the above 
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7. We might conclude the images below are contemporary works of art based on,  

A. Colors and form 
B. Shapes and colors 
C. Tools and materials 
D. Compositions and patterns 

 
 

 

  

 
 
8. What is the purpose of peer critique? 
A. Feedback to inform revisions 
B. Final grades 
C. To decide the best work for exhibition 
D. To research an artist statement. 
 
 9.  What part of the creative process is lost if an artist finishes a work of art and then stores it away without 

reflecting on the completed piece? 
A. They are unable to determine whether the piece was successful. 
B. They cannot adequately determine the price of the art. 
C. The materials they used cannot be salvaged for reuse. 
D. Their work may not be reflective of the time and place in which they created it. 
 
 
10. All of the statements below could be the artistic intent communicated in the painting below EXCEPT? 
A. A family praying at the dinner table 
B. A social comment about slavery 
C. The artist portrays life in the 1700’s 
D. What poverty looks like. 
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11. When might an artist use symbols in their art? 
A. When they need to show a variety of shapes. 
B. When they want to communicate a specific idea. 
C. When the materials are insufficient to finish the work of art. 
D. When they design an image that requires more detail. 
 
 
12. What color scheme was used below? 
A. Contrasting colors 
B. Analogous colors 
C. Geometric colors 
D. Monochromatic 
 

 
 
 
13. What description of the sculpture below is INACCURATE? 
A. There is positive and negative space 
B. This is an open sculptural form 
C. The sculpture is a geometric form 
D. The sculpture has balance 
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Continued below 
  
14. The passage below illustrates which step of formal art criticism? 
A. Describe 
B. Analyze 
C. Interpret 
D. Evaluate 
 

  
Tall and narrow, like the enigmatic figure and his musical instrument, it 
translates rhythm and doleful sound into fleeting pictorial terms. The 
picture is constructed on a scaffolding of mostly diagonal lines 
interrupted by curves and arcs that allude to the musician's rounded, 
air-filled cheeks and the curved flare at the end of his reed-instrument. 
On this gangly scaffolding Picasso hung a flickering array of mostly 
short, horizontal brushstrokes of muted color, like laundry hanging out 
to dry in the Mediterranean sun. 
~Steinhauer, Jillian. "Kehinde Wiley Paints Israelis in Color." The Jewish Daily Forward. N.p., 
n.d. Web. 24 May 2013. 

 
 
 
15. What factor(s) do people NOT use to determine the meaning and value in a work 

of art? 
A. Describe, analyze, interpret and evaluate. 
B. A personal connection with the work. 
C. Research recent sales prices 
D. The quality of the frame 
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Read the information below and look at the two paintings by Cezanne. 

Cezanne’s Still Life with Apples, on the left, sold for $60.5 million a few years ago.  A year later, 
Cezanne’s Still Life with Apples and Melons, on the right, sold for $18.2 million. Still Life with 
Apples sold for more money because Cezanne is known for his apple paintings, not his melon 
paintings; the painting on the right is too dark; and the handle on the jug is confusing. (from: 
Chicago Appraisers) 

 

                                                    
                  Cezanne, Still Life with Apples, 1895                      Cezanne, Still Life with Apples and Melons, 1894 
 
16. The above information is an example of: 
A. Using formal elements to determine the value of art. 
B. Interpreting an artistic message 
C. Describing works of art for an artist statement. 
D. An artist making choices when creating art 
 
 
 
Artists from the past often influence the artists that follow them.   
The image on the left, Portrait of Anthony Reyniers and His Family, was painted in 1631, almost 300 years 
before the image on the left, Family Portrait II, painted in 1933.   
 
17. What evidence suggests that Family Portrait II was influenced by Portrait of Anthony Reyniers and His 
Family? 
A. Both artists used color to show luxury and joy. 
B .Both artists used value to show depth and perspective. 
C. Both artists used a setting and dress to show the time and place of the family. 
D. Both artists used proportion to develop a point of emphasis. 

                        
Portrait of Anthony Reyniers and His Family                            Portrait of Anthony Reyniers and His Family? 
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18. The type of line used below is…. 
A. Expressive 
B. Implied 
C. Contour 
D. Abstract 

 
 
 
 
19.  Artists use an artist statement for all the following reasons EXCEPT. 
A. Reflect on their artistic process 
B. Connect their work with art history 
C. Critically analyze their work 
D. Explain why their work is better than others 

 
 

20.  The principles of art do not include, 
A. Materials 
B. Balance 
C. Rhythm 
D. Variety 


